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ABSTRACT

Adjoint functions are the basis of variational methods and now widely used
for perturbation theory and its extension to higher order theory as used, for example,
in modelling fuel burn-up and optimisation. In such models, the adjoint equation
is to be solved in a critical system with an adjoint source distribution that is not
zero but has special properties related to ratios of interest in critical systems. Con-
sequently the methods of solving such equations by iteration and accumulation are
reviewed to show how conventional methods may be utilised in these circumstances
with adequate accuracy.

Introduction

This paper discusses the basis of iteration schemes to solve generalised im-
portance equations in reactor physics. We start with the well known forward scheme
to solve the operator equation for a critical system written as Mtj> — 0 where $(x)
(for differential operators) is a member of a class of field functions in the ac-space e
X (the reactor phase space) that satisfies appropriate boundary conditions of ho-
mogeneous form.

As is well known, it is often convenient to separate the operator M{x) into a
fissioning term F{x) (or scattering production term in the case of transport theory)
and a removal or remainder term R(x) describing for example scattering transfer
between groups. For simple few-group diffusion theory the structure of R makes it
easy to invert an equation of the form

to obtain ^n + 1 for (j>n(s.), the basis of common iterative schemes.
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Critical Systems

In a critical system after sufficient iterations we expect <j>n+i to converge to
<f>n, at least in shape. To allow for the fact that we may not be able to define
suitable critical properties in advance, it is convenient to define a production-based
eigenvalue X (or rather, the fundamental eigenvalue of the lowest mode) so that X is
adjusted until M<f> = (XF — R)<f> = 0. If the system is indeed (physically) critical
X = 1; otherwise X is adjusted to satisfy the converged solution.

Correspondingly the iterations ignoring X would not in general converge in
magnitude although expected to converge in shape over x. Thus an estimate of the
eigenvalue (a measure of the reactivity or departure from critical) is obtained from

(n) ~

which is valid for n large enough to say that <j>n has converged.

In practice it is necessary to perform some weighted average over x to evaluate
a scalar number X(ny As is well known, the greatest accuracy is obtained if the
(iterated) adjoint weighting by 4>n(2L) ls employed, so that

_
(n) Jx<j>+F<f,ndx

where the </>+ are the iterates of the adjoint equation M'<f>+ = 0 = (XF'+1 - R*)<j>+

obtained as R*(j>X+i = F*<j>+, M* being the adjoint or reversing operator to M such
that Jxip

+ Mipdx — JxipM'ip+dx for all sets of function ifi+ and ip satisfying the
prescribed boundary condition.

In both iteration schemes a starting point is needed of the form F<j)o — S(x)
and F*4% = H{x) say. For critical systems these source and adjoint source should
be chosen as close as possible with <j>0 —* (/>„, <j>g —* ^to *° promote convergence.
In particular they should be chosen all-positive to agree with the concept that both
0oo and (fa should be all-positive in the steady state, critical system. Many codes
impose this obligation in one form or another (i.e. fail if it is breached or 'correct'
to ensure its occurrence).

We have assumed without proof [1] that the adjoint description of a critical
reactor leads to the same state of criticality as the forward reactor, i.e. that although
^ ( x ) and ̂ oo(r) generally differ, the fundamental eigenvalue X has the same value
in both descriptions.
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It will be recognised that the successive values F<j>n(x) a.te the fission density
in successive generations corresponding to a first-generation source S = F<f>o and
equate to the van Neumann iterative solutions associated with integral equation
theory. Similarly, F'</>+(x) can be described as the generative fission importance
(Lewins, 1965).

Sub-Critical Systems

A sub-critical system can nevertheless be maintained in steady state by a
source S(x_). In the forward equation, it is reasonable to suppose S(x) is everywhere
non-negative. The iteration scheme extends to the well known idea that a solution
of M(f> + S = 0 is obtained by solving for and accumulating the iterates:

where Rii>n+i = Fil>n as before. To show this, operate on <j> with M = F — R (no
eigenvalue is included) to obtain

M<f> = CN

= — 5 ,

since, for the sub-critical system, xptf —> 0 and, furthermore, we chose to start the
iteration scheme with Fipo — S.

Suppose H{x) is the distribution of detectors in the sub-critical, steady state
system so that H = Jx ())Hdx is a single 'meter' reading converted to the distributed
detectors sharing a rate of reaction. It is readily seen that we have

ft = / <t>Hdx = / <j>+Sdx
Jx Jx

so that, by considering the case of a Dirac delta distribution source, <f>+(x.) is the
contribution of one source neutron per unit time to the detector ready H, i.e. <f>+(x)
is the importance of a unit neutron source introduced at x.

Correspondingly, the sub-critical adjoint problem for a non-negative adjoint
source H(x) is solved by accumulating
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where R'lp^+i = f'i'n anc* F'^t — &> since ^ —* 0 similarly. In both cases TV
must be carried to the point where fa and $# as 0.

The same relationship of the iterates to the Neumann series can be advanced.

Adjoint Functions for Ratios in Critical Systems

It is desired to obtain generalised importance functions for variational or
perturbation theory uses in critical systems. Usachev [2], clarified by Pomraning [3]
showed that we could still speak meaningfully of a measurable characteristic in a
critical system only if this were restricted to ratios of the form

B JxH,<j>dx
Jx Hrfdx '

so that the arbitrary power level at which it may be supposed that a critical (linear)
system can be operated does not affect the value and significance of H. As Pom-
raning points out, this makes the corresponding adjoint source H(x) to be derivable
from Frechet derivatives and takes the form

H(x) = Hl{~] - H H2{~] ,
J H j d J Hfd

which is essentially oscillating in x, where H appears in the generalised adjoint
equation

M*ip+ + H = 0 .

This oscillation is essential since we have simultaneously M<i> = 0 in the critical
case and at first sight the finite adjoint source is incompatible with a critical system.
It certainly would be incompatible if the adjoint source were all positive and did
not oscillate in x, since it would then have a component in the lowest mode. If we
multiply the adjoint equation, however, by <f>(x_) and integrate over x_ we have

f <f>Hd
Jx

= 0 >

and since <j> is non-negative, the final integrals cancels by virtue of the oscillating
adjoint source.
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It is someiimes convenient to scale ij>+ to ip*/H to obtain the symmetrical
form

H , H , Q

We now consider the iterative solution of the general adjoint equation. If, as
before, we write

as our iterative scheme, consider

and from

N N

1 1

we get

This final limit is zero if î jy —• 0. In general this will not occur in a critical system
but can be expected to be valid if (as is the case) there is no lowest mode component
in the converged iterates because there was no lowest mode in the adjoint source H.
This is indeed, in principle, true because Jx <f>Hdx = 0.

Certain standard solution programs, however, will fail because the iterated
solution is trapped against negative values and we have seen this is essential to
the generalised importance function in the critical system. This difficulty may be
overcome by exploiting the linearity of the adjoint equation as

Jv lf\wdx Jy JJ2*pdx

and solving separately for

M>^° + H \d = ° and M'^ + U^ld = ° '
so t h a t tl>+ — rj>+ — rp£.

This as it stands will not work because the non-negative source will have
a fundamental component that does not allow the steady state assumption to be
satisfied. However, the iterative scheme can be adapted to give a useful result. Each
of the equations is iterated simultaneously, accumulating

N

I
l
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Although ip+N and ip£N do not now vanish, they do converge to the same function,
in magnitude as well as distribution since the two component sources overall have
been seen to have no lowest mode overall. Thus the iterative scheme is terminated
at such an N as makes ip*N — TJ>£N = 0.

Accuracy

Evidently these schemes have potential problems in accuracy over and above
the accumulation of round-off errors in the summation giving ip+. In the first place
the criticality of the system may not have been established accurately (or, equally,
A is not exactly known). Secondly, the adjoint source H depends on the integrals
Sx H\<f>dx and fx Hi<j>dx and so these may be in error via $(x), either because of the
same lack of true criticality or because of an inexact or unconverged solution for <j>
in the critical equation.

It is assumed that the formal equation Md> — 0 iterates satisfactorily, i.e.
gives a numerical solution that does converge, and does not oscillate nor diverge.
Nevertheless, the equations may not have been iterated completely to convergence
and will anyway be liable to round-off errors.

In general, the error analysis will be complicated but we can say something
relatively simple about the case where (/> contains a component 4>\ that is not the true
lowest mode, <j>o, solution of the critical equation M<f>o = 0. H will be formulated
with (fio + 4>i a n d s o it remains true that

- 0

Proceeding as before, we now find, however, that

(f>o + <f>l)M'^+dx = 0 =

= / rp+Mfadx ± 0 .

This illustrates that if the adjoint source indeed contains a lowest mode component,
there is no valid solution to the adjoint equation. This will show up in the iteration
scheme by the failure of ipjf to vanish ; rather it will converge to a value that is
erroneous and should be subtracted. Thus in the event of convergence of rf)^ to a
value that is not zero, an amount Nipp/ should be subtracted from ijj+ as defined to
eliminate the lowest mode contamination.
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In the split scheme, for ip£ and Vif to be iterated but accumulated as
[i>a ~ V'kJ > ag a 'n neither ip+ and tj>^ separately will converge to zero but the prob-
lem is more that they will converge to different values. Then again, the appropriate
correction is to subtract TV W>ZN - ^wv] from the accumulator tp+ = £{* vtf}*n — V J

Conclusions

Existing iterative solution methods may readily be adopted to solve the ad-
joint equations needed for variational and perturbation methods applied to the cal-
culation of ratios in critical (i.e. low power, source-free) systems. Care is needed,
however, in assessing the numerical errors involved.

We point out that this variational treatment can be developed into pertur-
bation theory and this in turn allows the development of higher order perturbation
theory, at the cost of introducing additional forward adjoint equations to the iter-
ates for every level of perturbation theory. Perhaps even more importantly, bilinear
expressions (e.g. for the reactivity in the perturbation of a critical system) can be
treated in this way, at the cost of additional equations to iterate. Our conclusions
are valid for these generalisations also.
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